By Sandy Richter, Public Communications Manager for the Middleborough Gas & Electric
Department
(always ready with friendly counsel and a glass of merlot)
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The President of the United States is paid $400,000 per year – we know
because WE pay him. It’s public information because he works for US! Utilities
can apply the “proprietary or competitive information” about public salaries at
their peril.
Yes the details of his salary and perks were repulsive to our blue‐collar
community (median income $42,000) but they were made poisonous because
he tried to HIDE them. The moment you show fear and try to hide is the
moment you will be chased. Get it out and get on with it.
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 Just before our little horror story began, two scandals broke in Massachusetts
involving public officials. One involved a colorful figure who had been a large
fund‐raiser for the Lieutenant Governor and then was hired as the state housing
authority director at a salary that blossomed to $360,000 – the highest paid
housing director in the country not including the perks. The other scandal bore a
striking resemblance to our own –the director of the Rose Kennedy Greenway in
Boston, a foundation supported by public funds and private donations,
hesitated to give her salary to the Boston Herald when asked. The state’s
department of transportation secretary publicly announced he was planning on
weaning the foundation from public funds entirely. She quickly apologized and
shared the info – no raise for her!
 I believe this constant news print about burgeoning public salaries and their
tendency to be hidden put the bug in the ears of our local rabble rousers. We
need to pay attention to trends in questionable behaviors of public workers.
Often, we can see the tsunami coming at us from miles away.
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 Preparation for scandal mainly involves keeping good records (NOT shredding);
keeping good relations so that at least some of our advocates will keep the faith;
and accepting that employees are human, not zombies. Strong policies should be
in place and reviewed often.

• When you’re in it – stop stepping in it! Stop the bad behavior immediately and
attempt to stop anyone from screwing up any further. Make sure everybody has
the message. Our hapless GM continued to deny access to his contract for several
months allowing the rousers to build a fan‐base in the press, online and the
blogosphere.
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• Risks & Consequences: especially true when you have managers/offenders who
are new to “public” service. They may not understand the ethical violations &
concepts like “loss of pension”, “personal culpability” and “jail time”. … Do you
have projects that are up for review, critical votes, etc… How will they feel if
these projects are jeopardized?
• Use a Tool: goes back to consequences – policies and laws are no‐brainers.
Anyone violates them they are asking for job‐loss or judgment. Convince the
ethically‐challenged that they’d better follow the rules – OR ELSE!
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• Public Records Laws – FOIA requests will come so be ready with responders,
responsible managers and the prices for their work. Who will you charge and
how much? The time of the request is NOT the time to be coughing up the
procedure. Because we weren’t ready for the onslaught and had to determine
procedure and policy on the fly, we made it look as if we were stalling.
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• Email = permanent record. N’uff said. Maybe some training is in order?
• Any and All requests – Massachusetts Public Records Law states you do not have
to create a record to respond to a request for information. Only provide records
that currently exist. Some will ask for any and all documents related to their
issue. This is fishing. You can require a narrower scope for specifically known
existing records OR estimate the expense for many hours of research/copying.
The goal is to offer and not look like you are hiding known information.
• Privileged & Confidential – lawyers may believe that this is a blanket that covers
all correspondence with a law firm. In Massachusetts, if paid out of public funds
and the issue is settled, documents can & in most cases MUST be released.
Anything uttered in executive session and recorded in those minutes WILL be
released eventually so EVERYBODY needs to be reminded that ALL will be
revealed someday. Be careful what you say/print/whisper…SCREAM!
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• Séance: when managers are READY, lay out the human error and create a safe
environment to openly discuss the extent of the wound. Everyone needs to know
any of us can make a bad choice (please let’s stop calling them “mistakes”) –
what are we willing to do to recover? How do we put this in perspective? What
do we value more than what was damaged? How can we save that? Devise the
mea culpa. From a communications perspective, this usually involves a lot of
counseling & hand‐holding.
• Removing the curse: share the information. Layout the process (policy) that will
guard against further infractions. Invite public oversight.
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• The mark: you are often the messenger and you know what happens to the
messenger, don’t you? Have a plan in place – and a place you can go to for
decompression. The gym? The watering hole? Wherever it is, it is where
everybody knows your name but would never repeat what you say. (Usually out
of town)
• Poison: what project are you working on that should be put on the back burner
until the smoke clears? Customer service survey? Expensive website upgrade?
Timing counts and intense public sentiment can skew your results wasting your
time and investment.
• Circuit breakers: do you know your rights, protections, liability coverage? Our
management liability coverage was called into question. Do you know a good
lawyer if necessary? Think twice about vacation… elective surgery. Get your
ducks in a row. Will you need a family medical leave of absence as I did during
the transition? Crazy personal things happen during these horror stories. Things
fall apart.
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• Walking dead: as I have witnessed more than my share of ethically‐conflicted
behavior by managers – and I am no saint! – I will confirm what everyone already
knows. Those who suffer the most from these activities are those left behind to
clean up the blood.
• Recovery: we are only as good as our next storm.
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Until next time….
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